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preparative column. The active fractions were pooled and lyophilized. Narrow-bore
reversed-phase chromatography was performed with each of the active peaks (Fig. 1b).
The peak areas were compared with the area of 250 pmol of tomato systemin standard and
a 13-amino-acid synthetic tobacco polypeptide standard. The yield of peak Ia was
230 pmol and of peak I was 752 pmol. Peak II yielded 124 pmol. This was the total yield
from 50 mg of crude G-25 puri®ed leaf extract.

N-terminal sequencing was performed by Edman chemistry on an Applied Biosystems
Model 475 sequencer with pulse liquid update using the manufacturer's protocol.
C-terminal sequence analyses were performed on polypeptides digested with carboxy-
peptidase P and analysed by MALDI mass spectrometry23. Samples were prepared for
carboxypeptidase P digestion by ®rst treating samples with 1% tri¯uoroacetic acid at 80 8C
for 3 h to hydrolyse the pentose residues from the peptides. The C terminus of peak I was
-(K/Q)E, and the N terminus was RGANLPOOSOASSOOSKE. The C terminus of peak II
was -DG(K/Q)RP, and the N terminus was NRKPLSOOSOKPADGQ-. A partial N-
terminal sequence of peak III determined that the ®rst ®ve N-terminal residues matched
the N terminus of the peak II sequence, and the mass was 113 units larger than Tob Sys II.
This indicated that a leucine was probably present at its C terminus, as expected from the
deduced amino-acid sequence of the preproteins (Fig. 3).
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T-cell antigen receptors composed of g and d polypeptide chains
(gdTCRs) can directly recognize antigens in the form of intact
proteins or non-peptide compounds, unlike abTCRs, which
recognize antigens bound to major histocompatibility complex
molecules (MHC). About 5% of peripheral blood T cells bear
gdTCRs, most of which recognize non-peptide phosphorylated
antigens1,2. Here we describe the 3.1 AÊ resolution structure of a
human gdTCR from a T-cell clone3 that is phosphoantigen-
reactive. The orientation of the variable (V) and constant (C)
regions of the gdTCR is unique when compared with abTCRs or
antibodies, and results from an unusually small angle between the
Vg and Cg domains. The complementarity-determining regions
(CDRs) of the V domains exhibit a chemically reasonable binding
site for phosphorylated antigens, providing a possible explana-
tion for the canonical usage of the Vg9 and Vd2 gene segments
by phosphoantigen-reactive receptors. Although the gdTCR V
domains are similar in overall structure to those of abTCRs,
gdTCR C domains are markedly different. Structural differences
in Cg and Cd, and in the location of the disulphide bond between
them, may enable gdTCRs to form different recognition/signal-
ling complexes than abTCRs.

gdTCRs, abTCRs and antibodies are the three types of immune
system receptors that are products of rearranging gene segments.
Antigen recognition by gdTCRs resembles recognition by
antibodies1,4. gd T cells recognize small molecules and intact
proteins without the requirement for antigen processing that ab
T cells exhibit2,5. Small-molecule recognition by gd T cells requires
cell±cell contact6,7, suggesting that non-MHC molecules may
present small antigens to gdTCRs or that co-stimulation from
neighbouring cells is required. Most gd T cells bear a tissue-speci®c,
restricted set of Vg and Vd domains. For example, 50±90% of
human gd T cells derived from peripheral blood of healthy
donors use a combination of Vg9 and Vd2 gene segments8. These
gdTCRs are polyclonal with enormous overall sequence diversity at
the junctions of their variable, diversity (D) and joining (J)
segments, but with amino-acid similarities at a few junctional
positions. In vitro, all Vg9Vd2+ T cells bearing these sequence
similarities can be activated by soluble extracts of Mycobacteria,
Plasmodia and other pathogens9. Like most Vg9Vd2+ T cells derived
from blood, G115 T cells proliferate, secrete lymphokines and lyse
target cells in response to stimulation with various natural and
synthetic phosphoantigens3,7,8. The puri®ed, highly active antigens
from Mycobacteria are small, phosphate-containing compounds,
such as 3-formyl-1-butyl-pyrophosphate3,10. Vg9Vd2+ T cells are
also stimulated by a variety of less active compounds including
isopentenyl pyrophosphate11, alkylamines12 and aminobisphosphon-
ates13.

Like abTCRs and antigen-binding fragments of antibodies
(Fabs), the G115 gdTCR is made up of two polypeptide chains
each having two immunoglobulin-like domains: an amino-terminal
V domain and a carboxy-terminal C domain (Fig. 1a). The Vg and
Vd domains are each composed of a `sandwich' of two b-sheets with
®ve inner and four outer strands. The g-chain and d-chain CDR
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loops at the top of the V domains project out from the receptor (Fig.
1b). The Cg and Cd domains are made up of two b-sheets with four
inner and three outer strands. The four molecules in the asymmetric
unit of the G115 crystal are identical to each other except for small
displacements of loops that make contact with neighbouring
molecules to form the crystal; the angles between the domains of
each receptor are essentially the same.

The G115 gdTCR has a distinctive overall shape compared with
abTCRs and Fabs, in that the C domains of the gdTCR are swung
out from under the V domains (Fig. 1). This unusual shape is
highlighted by both a small elbow angle and a small Vg±Cg inter-
domain angle. In antibodies and TCRs, the `elbow angle' is de®ned
as the angle between the pseudo two-fold symmetry axes that relate
V to V and C to C. The elbow angle for G115 is 1108 and is smaller
than any elbow angle observed in abTCRs or Fabs (Fig. 2). Analysis
of 251 Fab and 11 abTCR molecules revealed average elbow angles
of 1598 (s = 208) and 1498 (s = 68), respectively, with a range from
1258 (Protein Data Bank code 1sbs) to 2258 (8fab) for the Fabs and
from 1408 (1nfd) to 1598 (1tcr) for the abTCRs.

The Vg-Cg inter-domain angle of 428, between the long axis of
the Cg domain and the long axis of the Vg domain, is markedly
smaller than the average angle between the Vand C domains of Fabs
or abTCRs (Fig. 1b, g-chain in gold). The Vd-Cd inter-domain
angle is 1018. Antibodies and abTCRs have average angles of 928 (VL

-CL, s = 98), 768 (VH-CH, s = 118), 1008 (Va-Ca, s = 48) and 678
(Vb-Cb, s = 38). The smallest angles observed for these molecules
are 518, 508, 938 and 628 for the light (L), heavy (H), a- and b-chains,
respectively. Therefore, the 428 Vg-Cg angle of G115 is the smallest
inter-domain angle observed among these receptors.

As the relative orientations between Vg and Vd and between Cg
and Cd domains are similar to the relative orientations betweenV-V
and between C-C of Fabs and abTCRs, the small angle between the
Vgand Cg domains shifts both Cg and Cd to one side (Fig. 1b). The
G115 gdTCR exhibits 1,077 AÊ 2 of buried surface in the interface
between its V and C domains, similar to that for Fabs and abTCRs,
which average about 900 AÊ 2 and 1,200 AÊ 2, respectively. Although the
correlation between the amount of buried surface in a V±C interface
and the elbow angle is not known, it is expected that the residues in
this interface affect the elbow angle. As the residues found in the
G115 interface are conserved in most human and mouse g-chain
and d-chain genes, it is likely that other gdTCRs will have similar
elbow angles and a comparable molecular shape.

Sequence similarities between Vgand Vband between Vdand Va
domains clearly indicate their relatedness, but whether Vg or Vd is
more like an antibody VL or VH domain is more dif®cult to
determine. Both possible superpositions of Vg and Vd with VL or
VH domains yield similar root-mean-square (r.m.s.) deviations in
a-carbon positions and do not distinguish which V domain is more
like a VL or a VH domain. On the basis of elbow angle considera-
tions, we chose to structurally align Vg with VH and Vd with VL.
This yields an elbow angle of 1108 for G115 and an angle that is less
than 1808 for most Fabs and for all structurally determined TCRs
(Fig. 2). Alignment in this way of the gdTCR domains with their
analogous domains in abTCRs and in Fabs shows the overall
similarity of these immunoglobulin-like domains and highlights
their differences (see Fig. 1 of Supplementary Information).

The CDR loops of gdTCRs, abTCRs and antibodies comprise the
sites of antigen recognition. The loop residues of G115 are: g25±36,
d25±35 in CDR1 loops; g53±59, d51±55 in CDR2 loops; g73±79,
d69±74 in hypervariable-4 loops (HV4s); and g99±111, d94±108 in
CDR3 loops. The CDR1, CDR2 and HV4 loops of Vg are similar in
length and in relative position to those of Vb. The CDR1 and HV4
loops of Vdare also similar to those of Va. However, the CDR2 loop
of Vd differs in relative position with that of Va, in which the C0
strand pairs with the D strand of the outer b-sheet. In Vd, as in Vg,
Vb, VL and VH, the C0 strand is paired with the C9 strand of the
inner b-sheet of the domain. This C0±C9 pairing in Vd has been seen
in the structure of an isolated human Vd3 domain14.

As expected, the Vd2 domain of the G115 structure is very similar
to the isolated Vd3 domain14; the r.m.s. difference between the two
domains is 1.2 AÊ over 86 a-carbon atoms. There are two signi®cant
differences between Vd2 and Vd3 domains. The CDR2 (C9±C0)
loop of Vd2 (and Vd1) is three residues shorter than the equivalent
loop in Vd3. Unlike the solvent-exposed CDR1 loop of Vd3, the
CDR1 loop of Vd2 contains an isoleucine that tucks into the core of
the domain and holds the loop away from CDR3. As the CDR1 loop
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of Vd1 contains a tryptophan residue at this position, its loop may
more closely resemble that of Vd2 than Vd3.

The CDR-containing surface of the G115 V domains exhibits
more protrusions and clefts compared with the ¯atter surfaces of
abTCRs that bind a peptide±MHC complex, and of antibodies that
bind protein antigens (Fig. 3). The jagged surface of this gdTCR
resembles the surface of an antibody that binds a small-molecule
antigen. If phosphoantigens are recognized while bound to other
molecules, the shape of presentation molecules that would comple-
ment this rather rough gdTCR surface would probably be different
from the shape of MHC molecules.

Vg9-bearing T cells respond to the superantigen staphylococcal
enterotoxin A (SEA)15. Superantigens bind to abTCRs through the
side and top of the Vb domain; in particular the CDR2b and HV4b
loops and nearby framework regions16. The structural similarity of
Vg9 and Vb and the superposition of Vg9 and SEA with Vb and
staphylococcal enterotoxin B (SEB) of the Vb±SEB complex sug-
gests that the interaction of Vg with SEA will resemble that of Vb
with SEB16, in agreement with a recent report17.

From the sequences of many TCRs, it has been noted that CDR3g
loops are similar in length to CDR3b loops, and that CDR3d loops
are longer than CDR3a loops4. For G115, however, both of its CDR3
loops are similar in length to those of abTCRs for which the
structures have been determined. Unlike abTCRs, the G115
CDR3 loops protrude signi®cantly from the rest of the molecule
and create a cleft between them. Portions of CDR1d, CDR1g and
CDR2g combine with the cleft between the CDR3 loops to form a
pocket in G115 that is likely to be the phosphoantigen-binding site.
In the packing of the crystal, the CDR3d loop of each molecule
makes a contact with Arg g59 of a crystallographically related
molecule that may partially block the cleft and may be responsible

for preventing phosphoantigen binding in our crystal-soaking and
co-crystallization experiments.

Phosphoantigen molecules are composed of pyrophosphate, a
short alkyl carbon chain, and often a chemically reactive group.
G115 gd T cells respond to the Mycobacterium tuberculosis antigen
3-formyl-1-butyl-pyrophosphate, which has a pyrophosphate, an
alkyl chain and a formyl group that are important for T-cell
activation (Fig. 3b)11,18. In cellular assays, excess pyrophosphate
inhibits activation by phosphoantigens18. The possible phosphoan-
tigen-binding site on G115 is the positively charged pocket formed
by Arg 59 of CDR2g, Lys 109 of CDR3g, and Arg 51 of CDR2d,
which may interact with the phosphates of the antigen (Fig. 3c, d).
Similar positively charged pockets are found in antibodies that bind
phosphate-containing antigens.

A key residue of the putative binding site is Lys 109 of the CDR3g
loop, which derives from the JgP gene segment. In the approxi-
mately 50 reported sequences of receptors from gd T cells activated
by phosphoantigens, all use the Vg9 gene segment and almost all use
the JgP gene segment19,20. A few reactive clones use the Jg1 or Jg2
gene segments that encode a lysine residue in a similar position in
the CDR3 sequence that may serve the same role as Lys g109 of JgP.
The other Jg gene segments that have not been found in reactive
clones, JgP1 and JgP2, do not encode an analogous lysine residue.
Of the Vg-encoded residues that are located near the putative
binding pocket, all but two (Thr g33, Trp g100) of them are
found only in the Vg9 gene segment (Fig. 3d); this may explain
the absolute requirement for Vg9 in phosphoantigen-reactive
clones.

The CDR3 loops link the ends of the F and G b-strands in all V
domains. In Vg9 of G115, the two-stranded FG b-sheet extends two
residues farther than known F and G strands in Vb domains. Only
four residues at the end of the 13-residue CDR3g loop are not in
regular b-sheet structure. About one-third of the phosphoantigen-
reactive sequences have no N-encoded residues at the Vg9±JgP
joint, and the others have from one to three N-encoded residues,
with G115 having two8,19.

CDR3d sequences in gdTCRs are, in general, very diverse as up to
three D gene segments with N-addition can be used1. CDR3d chains
from phosphoantigen-reactive gdTCRs usually bear a single Dd3
gene segment but can have from three to twelve residues of diverse
sequence encoded by D- and N-derived nucleotides8. The CDR3d
loop of G115 consists of ®fteen residues, seven from D and N
additions, three from Vd2 and ®ve from Jd1. All phosphoantigen-
reactive clones have a conserved hydrophobic residue, encoded by
N-addition nucleotides, at position 97 of CDR3d19 with Leu, Ile, Val
and Gly being predominant; G115 has a Leu at d97 (Fig. 3d). This
conserved hydrophobe may interact with hydrophobic parts of
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phosphoantigen molecules and seems to be antigen-selected, as
thymic Vg9Vd2 TCR sequences are not restricted to being hydro-
phobic at d97 (ref. 19). Of the d-chain residues that form the
binding pocket, only Tyr 34 of CDR1d and Arg 51 of CDR2d are part
of the Vd2 gene segment (Fig. 3d). Both of these residues are also
found in Vd1. The other residues in the putative binding site derive
from Jd1 or Dd3 gene segments, or are N-encoded. An unusual
feature of the Vd2 domain is an unpaired and almost entirely buried
cysteine residue that is located at the base of the CDR3 loop and is
not present in other human or murine Vd gene sequences. The
putative antigen-binding site described here may explain the broad
antigen reactivity by polyclonal populations of Vg9Vd2+ T cells, as
most residues that seem necessary for phosphoantigen recognition
are encoded by either V or J gene segments.

Like abTCRs, a functional gd receptor at the T-cell surface is a
complex of the TCR chains and the CD3g, -d, -e and -z subunits,
which associate with cytoplasmic proteins for T-cell signalling. The
extracellular portions of the CD3g, -d and -e subunits contain a
single immunoglobulin-like domain and may interact with the C
domains of the TCR. To discern how CD3 interacts with both gd-
and abTCRs, we looked for a conserved surface to which CD3 may
bind. Examination of both the shape and nature of the surfaces of
CaCb and CgCd revealed no clear similarities. Furthermore, there
are only a few solvent-exposed residues that are structurally con-
served in both Cb and Cg domains. Residues Lys g186 and Tyr g191
¯ank the DE loop on both sides and are near, but not involved with,
the Vg±Cg interface. Residue Arg g209, on the opposite side of the
Cg domain in the middle of strand F, is surrounded by other
charged residues (Glu g207, Lys g171, Lys g172) that are not found
in Cb. We also compared the location of N-linked glycosylation sites
between the C domains. Although the position of the single
glycosylation site in Cg is structurally equivalent to the single site
in human Cb, only one (Asn d134) of the two sites in Cd can be
regarded as spatially equivalent to one (Asn a183) of the three
glycosylation sites in Ca. From this comparison of TCRs, it is not
possible to conclude where or how the extracellular domains of CD3
subunits may interact with the extracellular portions of TCRs.

The C domains of the gdTCR are structurally different from those
of abTCRs. First, although sequence alignments predicted that the
Cg domain would have a long, Cb-like FG loop21, the structure of
G115 reveals Cg to have a much shorter FG loop (Fig. 4, in red at
right; see also Fig. 2 of Supplementary Information. The Cg FG loop
is seven residues in length and is tucked in close to the core of the Cg
domain, whereas the Cb FG loop is 19 residues in length and
extends away from the core of Cb. As the human and murine Cg
sequences have 76% sequence identity in their FG loops and F and G
strands, the murine Cg domain will probably also possess a short FG
loop. The FG loop of Cb has been proposed to be part of the binding
site for the CD3e subunit22. The much smaller Cg loop suggests that,
if CD3e binds to Cg, the FG loop of Cg is not the primary site of
CD3e interaction. The second difference between the C domains of
gd and abTCRs is that the secondary structure of Cd is unlike that
of Ca. Cd is composed of a regular immunoglobulin-like domain
with a regular three-stranded b-sheet as its outer face; Ca contains
unusual secondary structure instead of a regular outer b-sheet
(Fig. 4, in green at left). Clearly, when compared to the abTCR C
domains, the C domains of gdTCRs will present different molecular
surfaces to CD3 subunits and to other cell-surface molecules. This
could allow one kind of signalling complex to form with gdTCRs
and a different kind to form with abTCRs.

The two kinds of TCRs differ in the number of residues between
the end of the C domains and in the position of the interchain
disulphide bond. In abTCR structures, the last ordered residues of
Ca and Cb are 6 or 7 residues and 1 or 2 residues, respectively, away
from the interchain disulphide. In G115, the electron density
indicates that d206 and g230 are the last ordered residues, although
the d- and g-chains that are in the crystals are longer and end at

residues d229 and g242, just before the interchain disulphide
cysteines. Thus, there are 23 and 12 residues of the d-chain and g-
chain, respectively, between the end of the C domains and the
interchain disulphide. The number of residues between the inter-
chain disulphide and the transmembrane domain is almost the
same in both gdTCRs and abTCRs. Other gdTCRs that use the Cg2
gene segment lack an interchain disulphide, and alternative splicing
of additional Cg2 exons can result in an even longer span between
the end of the Cg domain and the membrane. The longer protein
chain between the gd C domains and the interchain disulphide may
provide an additional means of making gdTCRs distinct by means
of the altered association of CD3 subunits or by a greater ¯exibility
on the membrane of a gd receptor.

Structural differences between gdTCRs and abTCRs both in
overall shape and in the C domains suggest a speci®c role for
gdTCRs in immunity and point to those same regions in abTCRs as
being important for abTCR function. The germline-encoded
phosphoantigen-binding site described here may account for the
broad antigen reactivity of polyclonal, peripheral blood gd+ T cells
that can be activated simultaneously by similar ligands, producing a
signi®cant effect on the immune system. M

Methods
Crystallization

The G115 (ref. 3) (or G9 (refs 8, 19, 23)) g- and d-chains (Vg9JPC1 and Vd2D3J1C, see
http://imgt.cines.fr) were expressed as insoluble proteins in Escherichia coli with and
without selenomethionine, then refolded together by rapid dilution in 1 l of 1 M
L-arginine, 0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.0 and 0.2 mM reduced/0.2 mM oxidized glutathione.
After dialysis against 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, concentration by cation exchange chro-
matography at pH 5.5, and puri®cation by size exclusion chromatography at pH 8.0, the
refolded protein formed crystals in hanging drops containing 4 mg ml-1 protein, 28%
polyethylene glycol 4000, 0.2 M Li2SO4, 0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.5 and 20% glycerol.

Structure determination

X-ray data were measured at three wavelengths on a selenomethionine-containing crystal
at beamline X9B of the National Synchrotron Light Source (Brookhaven National
Laboratory) and at the CuKawavelength (5258 of data) on a crystal soaked in the synthetic
phosphoantigen bromohydrin pyrophosphate (BrHPP)18. Data were integrated and scaled
with HKL2000 (ref. 24). We located selenium atoms (12 out of 28) using SnB25.
Re®nement of selenium positions and calculation of experimental phases were performed
with SHARP26; values of f 0 were each re®ned as single-wavelength anomalous diffraction
calculations, followed by f 9 re®nement as a multiwavelength anomalous diffraction
(MAD) calculation. Four sets of selenium atoms (20 total) exhibited non-crystallographic
symmetry (NCS). Density modi®cation, performed with DM from the CCP4 suite27,
con®rmed that there were four gdTCR molecules present in the asymmetric unit. Iterative
cycles of NCS averaging, reciprocal space phase combination, and other crystallographic
calculations were performed with the RAVE28 and CCP4 (ref. 27) program packages.
Crystallographic statistics are presented in Supplementary Information.

The G115 model was built using O (ref. 29) and re®ned against the MAD data using the
maximum likelihood Hendrickson±Lattman (MLHL) target in CNS30. The nearly
complete model was re®ned against the higher resolution data from the antigen-soaked
native crystal using the maximum likelihood amplitude (MLF) target in CNS. Small
crystals (, 100 mm) and high redundancy contributed to poor merging statistics;
however, intensities for the highest bin of resolution were well over 2s and Rfree for the
highest resolution bin was less than 40% for the ®nal model. Therefore, all data to 3.12 AÊ

were included in re®nement. The anomalous signal of these data (with model phases) was
able to con®rm the locations of sulphur atoms at cysteines, methionines and two sulphates
involved in a crystal contact, but did not reveal any sites that could be attributed to the
brominated antigen. Furthermore, the presence of the antigen could not be con®rmed
from the electron density map. Tight NCS restraints were applied during initial model
re®nement, but were later relaxed to 200 kcal mol-1 AÊ -2 for main-chain atoms and
100 kcal mol-1 AÊ -2 for side-chain atoms. Each of the four domains of the TCR was
restrained by a separate NCS operator, thus allowing the movement of domains relative to
each other. The r.m.s. deviations between equivalent domains are less than 0.05 AÊ and
0.09 AÊ for main-chain and side-chain atoms, respectively. NCS restraints were not applied
to the CDRs, switch regions and loops that exhibited modest conformational variation
between molecules.

Rfree was monitored throughout re®nement using re¯ections (5% of total) that were
selected in 35 resolution shells. Water molecules were picked using the water_pick and
water_delete scripts in CNS into locations that exhibited 3.5s density in an Fo-Fc map;
1.3s density in a 2Fo-Fc map; 1s density in a simulated anneal 2Fo-Fc composite omit
map; and proper hydrogen-bonding distance and geometry and that were visually
con®rmed in the program O. The ®nal model (R = 21.9% and Rfree = 26.6%) includes four
copies of residues d1±206 and g1±230, plus 54 water molecules and 2 sulphates in the
asymmetric unit. A Ramachandran plot of the model shows 81% of residues in the most
favoured regions and 17% in additionally allowed regions, with no residues in disallowed
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regions. Amino-acid side chains exhibiting weak electron density were built with steric and
geometric constraints. We generated the ®gures with GRASP, Molscript and Raster3D.

Structural comparisons

We carried out structural comparisons against 251 Fab and 11 abTCR models. Super-
positions were performed using LSQMAN28. The inter-domain, intra-chain angles (for
instance Vg±Cg) were calculated as the supplement of the rotation angle necessary for
superposition of the conserved a-carbon atoms of the B and F strands of each domain.
Because the Vg±Vd interface involves the A9GFCC9C0 b-sheet whereas the Cg±Cd
interface involves the ABED b-sheet (Fig. 1), V domain strands B and F were explicitly
superimposed onto C domain strands F and B. The elbow angle between the V and C
domains was calculated as the angle between the pseudo-dyads, described by direction
cosines, which result from a superposition of V or C domains. Buried interfaces were
calculated with CNS using a probe radius of 1.4 AÊ . Structures of abTCRs and Fabs are
referred to by their Protein Data Bank identi®cation codes (http://www.rcsb.org).
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